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Game theory is the mathematical study of interaction among independent, self-interested agents.

The audience for game theory has grown dramatically in recent years, and now spans disciplines as

diverse as political science, biology, psychology, economics, linguistics, sociology, and computer

science, among others. What has been missing is a relatively short introduction to the field covering

the common basis that anyone with a professional interest in game theory is likely to require. Such a

text would minimize notation, ruthlessly focus on essentials, and yet not sacrifice rigor. This

Synthesis Lecture aims to fill this gap by providing a concise and accessible introduction to the field.

It covers the main classes of games, their representations, and the main concepts used to analyze

them.Table of Contents: Games in Normal Form / Analyzing Games: From Optimality to Equilibrium

/ Further Solution Concepts for Normal-Form Games / Games with Sequential Actions: The

Perfect-information Extensive Form / Generalizing the Extensive Form: Imperfect-Information

Games / Repeated and Stochastic Games / Uncertainty about Payoffs: Bayesian Games /

Coalitional Game Theory / History and References / Index"This introduction is just what a growing

multidisciplinary audience needs: it is concise, authoritative, up to date, and clear on the important

conceptual issues." --Robert Stalnaker, MIT, Linguistics and Philosophy"I wish I'd had a

comprehensive, clear and rigorous introduction to the essentials of game theory in under one

hundred pages when I was starting out." --David Parkes, Harvard University, Computer

Science"Beside being concise and rigorous, Essentials of Game Theory is also quite

comprehensive. It includes the formulations used in most applications in engineering and the social

sciences and illustrates the concepts with relevant examples." --Robert Wilson, Stanford University

Graduate School of Business"Best short introduction to game theory I have seen! I wish it was

available when I started being interested in the field!" --Silvio Micali, MIT, Computer

Science"Although written by computer scientists, this book serves as a sophisticated introduction to

the main concepts and results of game theory from which other scientists, including social scientists,

can greatly benefit. In eighty pages, Essentials of Game Theory formally defines key concepts,

illustrated with apt examples, in both cooperative and noncooperative game theory." --Steven

Brams, New York University, Political Science"This book will appeal to readers who do not

necessarily hail from economics, and who want a quick grasp of the fascinating field of game theory.

The main categories of games are introduced in a lucid way and the relevant concepts are clearly

defined, with the underlying intuitions always provided." --Krzysztof Apt, University of Amsterdam,

Institute for Logic, Language and Computation"This unique book is today the best short technical

introduction to game theory. Accessible to a broad audience, it will prove invaluable in artificial



intelligence, more generally in computer science, and indeed beyond." --Moshe Tennenholtz,

Technion, Industrial Engineering and Management"Excerpted from a much-anticipated,

cross-disciplinary book on multiagent systems, this terse, incisive and transparent book is the ideal

introduction to the key concepts and methods of game theory for researchers in several fields,

including artificial intelligence, networking, and algorithms." --Vijay Vazirani, Georgia Institute of

Technology, Computer Science"The authors admirably achieve their aim of providing a scientist or

engineer with the essentials of game theory in a text that is rigorous, readable, and concise."

--Frank Kelly, University of Cambridge, Statistical Laboratory
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I am not a math major, and I found many of the mathematical notations a bit daunting. It has many

questions, but would appreciate if the author could provide answers at the back of the book.Very

often, concrete examples illustrating the maths behind the ideas could illuminate the mathematical

notations to a non-mathematicians, and if the next edition could incorporate that, that will be most

helpful to the non-mathmaticians.The topic of Baysian Games was not covered, which was a bit of a

disappointment, as it is one of the books recommended by the professors teaching the course on

Game Theory in Coursera, and that subject, Baysian Games was covered in the course, so I was

hoping that this book would expend on that topic, but it wasn't covered in this book.



Actually the title represents exactly what it is, a concise introduction. It's not necessarily for

beginners. Certainly it would be better used by people that already know a little of Game Theory. It's

not pretended to be a text book; it is more of a companion book with remainders than a textbook

with exercises. More examples explained step to step would make more useful for people interested

in learning on game theory.

This short (about 100 pages) book is an excellent introduction to game theory. Written for computer

science students it is nonetheless accessible to anyone with a bit of mathematics in his/her

background that includes elementary matrix and set theory and notation.

It's

Interesting thought process and the examples that are used were inciting full. Impressed with the

small amount of material and the simplicity of the explanations, enjoyed reading the book.

Nice book for starters as well as experts. Must read for anyone looking for Gamification. Loved the

simplicity and depth.

Good book; arrived in timeline expected.
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